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            The Human Performance Program provides opportunities for people of all ages to meet their health goals, whether that’s maintaining fitness while aging or recovering function after an injury or a chronic illness diagnosis.


Learn more about our classes and training services below.


Rock Steady Boxing


Although there is no cure for Parkinson’s disease, there is a way to fight back.


Rock Steady Boxing is a non-contact boxing class that is designed to slow the disease progression by empowering people with Parkinson’s disease to improve their minds and bodies.


Our program is an affiliate of Indianapolis-based Rock Steady Boxing, which started in 2006 after Scott C. Newman was diagnosed at age 40 with early onset Parkinson’s. According to Rock Steady Boxing website, Newman improved his physical health, agility and daily functioning through the intense workouts.



How to get started with Rock Steady Boxing


People with all stages of Parkinson’s disease are welcome. It is never too late to start! You do need a doctor’s referral to get started. Participants will be evaluated by a certified Rock Steady Boxing trainer before joining the class to ensure they are ready. Once evaluated, boxers can pick and choose which classes they want to attend — two to three classes a week is recommended. See schedule.


What are Rock Steady Boxing classes like?


The class begins with warmups that focus on balance and agility, and then participants pound heavy bags and speed bags. A trainer announces numbers that correspond to a variety of punches, and participants repeat the numbers back, thus building their minds and voices as they work their muscles. Rock Steady Boxing is a research-based exercise class, and our program can be modified to each individual to provide them with the best workout for their needs.


When are Rock Steady Boxing classes?


Classes are held in person and are limited to three sessions per person per week with a maximum of 20 people per class. The cost is $75 per month.




Schedule your in-person training classes now!


Download the HPP Referral Form


Fit for Health


Fit for Health provides people of all fitness levels or chronic conditions with a group training class to meet their fitness goals. We follow athletic training principles and concepts, but we tailor them to individuals in order to ensure improvement at an optimal pace.


Our goals are for each and every person to have a fun and enjoyable training experience. In order to deliver this experience, we focus on:


	Body composition
	Functional movements
	Balance
	Strength
	Endurance



Fit for Health also works well for individuals managing conditions such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, pulmonary disease, movement and balance disorders, stroke and obesity. The training offered through our program may improve:


	Lung capacity for breathing
	Strength and endurance
	Metabolism
	Glucose control



Pricing: Classes are held in person and are limited to two or three sessions per person per week depending on the specific class you attend with a maximum of 10 people per class. Classes are $75 per month.


Schedule your in-person training classes now!


Transitional Training


If you completed physical therapy for an injury or condition but don't feel like you’ve met your fitness goals, Transitional Training might be for you. This program picks up where your therapy ends.


We communicate with your physical therapist to design a training program to help reach your goals. Whether your goal is returning to a sport or pushing yourself to be more active to prevent further injuries, we will design a program following our long-term athletic development model.


This training is not just for athletes; it's for anyone who wants to be more active in treating their injuries.


Pricing: The cost is $35 per session, and a referral is required.


Download the HPP Referral Form
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Getting Back to Life Without Pain

        

    

 
                                      
    
                
            
              [image: Jake Pickens during his twice-weekly physical therapy at the Boonville location of Mizzou Therapy Services.]




      
        

        
                                              
Starting Senior Season Strong: Jake’s ACL Tear Recovery
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Team William: Embracing life with a rare disease
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MU Health Care Receives Accreditation for Neurologic Physical Therapy Residency

        

    

 
                                                      

                        
                    
    
                
            
              [image: Gary Pinkel and his wife, Missy, with Blaze a Children’s Therapy Center facility dog and Brody Moreland, a therapy patient.]




      
        

        
                                              
Pinkels’ Donation Helps a Good Boy Do Good Work
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Blaze Helps Kids Warm up to Therapy
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Team Kaylee: A Roster Built for Success
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Stay Fit at Home With These Simple Tips
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Physical Therapy After C-Section Improves Outcomes 
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Get Ready. Get Set. Run!

        

    

 
                                                      

                        
                    
    
                
            
              [image: MU Health Care physical therapist Katie Williamson, PT]




      
        

        
                                              
Therapy Program Helps Patients Recover From COVID-19

        

    

 
                                      
    
                
            
              [image: Sarah Moore, DPT, helps Ling Ling Wang at the Mizzou Therapy Services clinic in Fulton.]




      
        

        
                                              
Fulton Woman Finds Support Through YMCA-Based Therapy Clinic
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Cochlear Implants Open the World of Sound to Missouri Boy

        

    

 
                                      
    
                
            
              [image: Brenda Hanson works out under the supervision of Katie Williamson]




      
        

        
                                              
Ashland Clinic Is Right Fit for Physical Therapy
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Parkinson’s Patients Fight Back in Rock Steady Boxing Program
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Team Effort Helps Former MU Athletic Director Save Finger
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Physical Therapy Puts Instructor Back in His Happy Place
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Winter Running Tips
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Kneading the stress away
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Making a  Surgery Game Plan
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MU Health Care Offers Many Options for Women’s Pelvic Pain
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Children's Therapy Center Aids Recovery After ATV Accident
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Twin Sisters, One Sweet Success: Allison’s Journey to Beating Mono Mono Odds
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 Controllable vs. Uncontrollable Risk Factors: 6 Ways to Take Control of Your Heart Health 
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